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Industrial policy is back in vogue
•
•
•

•
•
•

Industrial policy is now a favoured theme at both ends of the political
spectrum
US: progressives (Senator Elizabeth Warren) & conservatives
(Senator Marco Rubio).
Germany: calls for more activist industrial policies both from left
leaning economists (Peter Bofinger) and from the conservative
minister for industry (Peter Altmaier)
A Franco-German Manifesto for a European industrial policy fit for the
21st Century
UK: PMs May/Johnson conservative govts in industrial policy camp
See Karl Aiginger & Dani Rodrik (2020) Rebirth of Industrial Policy and an
Agenda for the Twenty-First Century, Journal of Industry, Competition and
Trade 20:189–207
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An outline
• The new industrial / innovation policy approaches; a brief
comparative overview
• Why new industrial/innovation policies are ‘smart’?
• EU S3: ‘Elephant in the room’
• Experimentation and experimental governance: the key
challenge of implementation of new policy approaches
• Trade-off between experimentation and accountability and
governance solution
• New industrial / innovation policy and the COVID lessons
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Characterising the current policy landscape regarding:
• Different views on the role of the State
– Correcting/Facilitating Markets
• Output failure (Keynesians)(cf. quantitative easing policies)
• Market failure; System failure (Schumpeterians)

– Creating/Shaping Markets
• The Entrepreneurial state; New structural economics; NeoSchumpeterian industrial policy; Smart specialization

• Different views on constraints to growth
• Generic (economy wide) constraints > Structural Reforms
• Specific (binding) constraints > New industrial policy

• Whether industrial/innovation policies are horizontal or
vertical?
• Treatment of vested interests: are they exogenous or
endogenous to their underlying ‘model’?
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New industrial/innovation policy landscape
•

Binding constraints to growth: Rodrik et al.; McKinsey et al
– A removal of a key constraint will have a larger impact on growth than the traditional
approach based on a long list of constraints

•

Product space method: Hausman and Hidalgo
– Policy should pursue only proximate opportunities….. not shortcuts

•

New structural economics: Justin Jifu Lin et al.;
– The “sunset” industries in leading countries will become the latent comparative
advantage of the latecomers

•

Neo-Schumpeterian approach: Keun Lee;
– To specialize in sectors with short-cycle technologies instead of those already being
dominated by rich countries (different path)

•

Schumpeterian approach: Aghion et al
– Policies should vary with a countries level of technological development

•

Process (evolutionary) view of i. policy: Sabel, Kuznetsov, Teubal, et al
– There is not a clear separation between policy design and implementation > diagnostic
monitoring

•

Smart specialisation policies: Foray et al.; > Entreprenurial discovery process
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New industrial/innovation policies: stylized features
•

•
•
•
•
•

Focus on innovation and technology upgrading in an intersectoral
context, where industry boundaries are not defined through products,
but rather “sectors” and where “activities” correspond to “capabilities;”
“Smart” because they recognize that the ultimate limits to growth and
the relevant solutions are not known ex-ante;
“Market friendly” because they show respect for comparative
advantages and export transformation;
Oriented toward both horizontal and vertical policy instruments, a
dichotomy, which is considered operationally not very useful;
Assuming either explicitly or implicitly some elements of
experimentalist governance;
Guided by the perceptions of not only market failure, but also system
failure
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Implicit assumptions of ‘smart’ approaches
• No single agent (be it government, its agencies, firms or R&D
organisations) has a panoramic view of the economy.
• The key feature is getting the policy process such that it can lead to
‘discovery’ of new specializations
• Policy making is endogenous variable in the process of discovery,
coordination and implementation of industrial policy, which facilitate
the process of self-discovery by agents.
Differences are in the methods in establishing the areas of
specialization and in focus on the policy process
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The key features of the new industrial innovation policies
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The EU S3: ‘Elephant in the room’
• The major EU policy instrument for stimulating knowledgebased growth
• Probably the largest innovation policy experiment in the
world today
• Funding in 2014–20 = €120bn (€40 bn ERDF + €83 bn for
industrial modernization ie. SMEs)
• Very broad definition gives est. of €250 (€120bn+ €110bn
+ national co-funding & private sector leverage)
• 121 national/regional SS strategies
• The new approach to industrial innovation policy similar to
new industrial policy approaches
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EU SMART SPECIALIZATION: KEY ISSUES
• Does S3 Reflect Country/Region-Specific
Challenges and Drivers of Technology
Upgrading?
• Inward Orientation and Weak Transnationalization
of S3
• Institutional Capacity for S3 Policies
• The Challenge of Implementation
– S3 Strategies Between New Industrial Policy and
Political and Administrative Requirements
– Implementation Failures and S3
10

Different nature of innovation activities between the EU
core and periphery
Structure of innovation expenditures 2010-2012 in EU28 regions
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Shares in R&D employment by sectors (2013 or nearest year) in
three EU regions: North, South, CEE

EU R&D: two (three) structurally distinct R&D systems
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Two innovation – productivity models

Threshold 1: from Applied R&D to Exploratory development;
Threshold 2: from PC/P&P engineering to Advanced/Exploratory
Development

Why you cannot jump from R&D to innovation:
Missing design, engineering, management and
production capabilities (DEMP)
1.
2.

3.

R&D capabilities – i.e. capabilities for creating new knowledge and
transforming it into the specifications for application in production
Design, engineering and associated management capabilities – i.e.
capabilities for transforming existing knowledge into new, often
innovative, configurations for new or changed production systems.
Operating or production capabilities – i.e. capabilities for using
knowledge that is embodied in, or closely associated with, existing
production systems and facilities.

Source: Bell (2007)
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Policy implications: different levels and patterns
technology upgrading require different
innovation policies
• Current policy focus: R&D driven innovation policy
• Missing policy focus: design, engineering,
management and production capabilities (DEMP)
• Avoid zigzag policies …. but link R&D, GVC and
DEMP policies
• Coupling of own R&D effort with the inward and
international technology transfer: merging
R&D/innovation policy and FDI/GVC policy
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Inward orientation and weak
‘transnationalization’ of S3
• As a reaction to overdependence on FDI to drive industrial
upgrading S3 on periphery have opted for ‘domestic led
modernisation’
• By and large there has not been enhanced dialogue and
collaboration with subsidiary managers about customized
aftercare services and incentives as part of S3.
• A reflection of a deeper underlying problem at EU
periphery: a missing connection between FDI, industrial
and innovation policy
• For the time being we are not able to offer ‘policy toolbox’
on how to go about enhancing link between GVC and
domestic RDI
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Divergent degrees of integration of EU into GVCs
Foreign value added share of gross exports
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The successful example of VC driven growth in
the EU: German-Central European Supply Chain
•

The German automobile industry is one of the most prominent
examples of supply chains in Europe (IMF, 2013)
• Among vertical investment driven by differences in factor prices,
affiliate jobs in eastern Europe appear not to compete with jobs in
Austria and Germany (Marin, 2010).
• Lower costs of eastern European affiliates help firms to lower overall
productions costs and to stay competitive.
• The example of bottom up VC driven clustering that led to ‘Win – Win’
outcome
How can S3 facilitate spreading of this model(s) to South and to the
East?
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EU28: diversity of industrial ecosystems
• Rich and diverse: German, Austria, Sweden etc.
• Germany has rich industrial ecosystem with diverse set of
complementary capabilities suppliers, trade associations,
industrial collective research consortia, industrial research
centres (See Berger, MIT 2014)

• Depleted: EU South
• Almost 2mn jobs loss in manufacturing since 2008

• Narrowly integrated or depleted: CEE
» Dual innovation systems

Place based policies alone are insufficient
response to this structural issue
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Institutional capacity for S3 policies is considered as
unproblematic ….
•

…. while the major message of new industrial policies is that the
institutional context is the key determinant of the effectiveness of these
policies rather than choices of priorities
• …….. ‘S3 presumes different types of public – private coordination
both in design and implementation than found in CEE’ (Karro and
Kattel, 2014)
• Changing institutional requirements for public policy: 1990s/transition
agenda, 2000s/’agencification’/horizontal; after 2004/public-private
coordination, selectivity
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The challenge of implementation
•
•

•
•
•

•

S3 in between new industrial policy and political and administrative
requirements
Danger of the ‘isomorphic mimicry’ where stakeholders have been
able to maintain legitimacy through the imitation of the process of
‘Entrepreneurial Discovery’ but without actually functional change.
S3 reduced to ‘public R&D sector discovery process’ (cf. weak and
disorganised BES actors)
Limits of implementation through programs as a series of unrelated
projects
Very often the levels of strategy design (S3) and actual decisionmaking on the allocation of structural funding (OPs) have been
separated
Uncertainty about the actual process of implementation once ex ante
conditionality is met
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Key policy challenges of S3
• Smart Specialization as a Case of Incomplete New
Industrial Innovation Policy
• Challenge of Identifying Country- and Region-Specific
Sources of Technological Opportunities
• Differences in Institutional Thickness and Viability of the
Smart Specialization Process
• A Neglect of Global Value Chains as Levers of a Smart
Specialization Transformative Agenda
• Smart Specialization as a Technical Exercise in Priority
Determination and as a Sociopolitical Bargaining Process
•

Further on this see our volume: Advances in theory and practice of smart
specialization, Radosevic et al (ed) 2017 by Elsevier
22
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Different approaches to the issue of
experimentation in innovation policy
Smart Specialization Entrepreneurial Discovery Process (Foray,
2015)
Experimental governance (Sabel and Zeitlin, 2010)
Problem-driven iterative adaptation (PDIA)(Andrews et al., 2012)
EFA (Experimentation- feedback – adaptation)(Crespi et al., 2014)
Directed improvisation (variation- selection – niche creation)(Ang,
2016)
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Common challenge to all experimentalist approaches:

how to reconcile experimentation approach with
requirements for accountability of public policy
• A disconnect between the rhetoric which calls for a more
experimental public sector, and the reality of a public
sector compliance culture that is intolerant of mistakes and
failure (Morgan, 2016)
• ‘Experimentalist governance’ > Schumpeterian
Development Agency: specific organisation which
operates based on the system of rules different from
conventional public policy
• ‘Directed improvisation’ > specific governance regime
which allows competition among regional administrations
but also assumes strong central power (cf. China).
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Whether experimentation is bounded or
unbounded?
• S3: experimentation is confined on design stage
• ‘Directed improvisation’: a central government makes
selection recognising those experimental models which
have shown to be successful.
• ‘Experimentalist governance’: Schumpeterian
development agency is managing a portfolio of projects
and thus is ultimately responsible for producing the
portfolio with the best outcomes and synergies.
• Other approaches (PDIA and EFA): implicitly assumes the
existence of competent public agencies which can engage
in experimentation/implementation cycle.
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In conditions of conventional public programs we do not
(yet) have an organisational solution to experimental
governance
•

Organisational solutions are either
– confined on individual ‘pockets of excellence’ (autonomous
‘Schumpeterian development agencies’) which may also result in
individual ‘pockets of disaster’
– on the specific institutional setup (cf. Chinese policy which can combine
experimentation with centralised selection followed by diffusion of newly
discovered practices)
– problem is assumed as non-existent or is ignored

•

Alternative: Principles of ‘action learning’ and ‘learning networks’ as
governance mechanism to embed experimental approach into
conventional public programs
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‘Action learning’ principles and ‘learning
networks’ as governance mechanisms
• An ‘action learning' approach, incorporating the
governance mechanism of ‘learning networks' to
handle the problems related to implementing
experimental governance of new and untried I&I
policies.
• To achieve the greatest effect, experimental policy
must be linked to action (experimental) learning to
ensure immediate feedback about what works and
why.
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Background reading for these issues
•

Radosevic S. (2019) “Fostering innovation in less-developed and
low-institutional-capacity regions: Challenges and solutions”,
Broadening Innovation Policy for Regions and Cities, OECD
Publishing, Paris.

Available at https://www.oecd.org/cfe/regionalpolicy/Radosevic(2018)FosteringInnovationInLessDevelopedRegions.pdf

•

Despina Kanellou, Slavo Radosevic and George Tsekouras (2019)
The trade-off between accountability and experimentation in innovation
and industrial policy: learning networks as a solution? GROWINPRO
Working paper 24/2019

Available at http://www.growinpro.eu/the-trade-off-between-accountability-and-experimentation-ininnovation-and-industrial-policy-learning-networks-as-a-solution/
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Covid 19 and the experimental governance
•

Uncertainties on what works or not in the case of Covid19 are central
also to the New Industrial Policy
• The challenge of separating the signal from the noise: ‘Ensuring that
studies are well controlled and appropriately powered will be critical to
understanding what actually works. Further, data sharing will hold the
key to advance our understanding and interrogation of the benefit/risk
trade-off.’ McKinsey COVID-19 briefing note: May 13, 2020 by Matt Craven,
Mihir Mysore, and Matthew Wilson

•

New emerging R&D models and alternative business models of clinical
trials (?)
• International cooperation and coordination are essential to finding
vaccine and reduce the spread of the pandemic, along with the sharing
of Covid-19 epidemiological and research data
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A revival of old industrial policy postCovid ?
•

‘We believe that adapting the competition rules is

necessary to help Europe champions emerge". French
Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire
• "We will also think very specifically — and I think after this
crisis we will do this even more specifically — about how
to create European champions," Angela Merkel
•

https://www.politico.eu/article/how-coronavirus-defeated-europes-freemarketeers/
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Institutional context is the key to Covid
response and to NIP
• Governments are central to dealing with the Covid-19
crisis and they will be central to tackle the climate change
and biodiversity loss crises.
• … but also active stakeholders (innovation ecosystems) in
medical equipment and personal protective equipment
• Covid lesson: Coordinated action between the state and
scientific experts, combined with public health authorities
and civil society > institutional context
• NIP as tool for economic transformation or rent seeking:
Conditional assistance or unconditional bailouts
• COVID-19 has blown away the myth about ‘First’ and
‘Third’ world competence (Friedman, 2020) > relevant for NIP 32

THANK YOU
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